Camera Elevation Estimation
from a Single Mountain Landscape Photograph
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Alps100K: A NEW DATASET

In outdoor environments one of the important attributes is the elevation:
the height of a geographic location above the sea level. Elevation data
are important for a number of applications, including earth sciences,
climate change research, hydrology, outdoor navigation and localization.
Traditionally the assessment of elevation was the domain of geodesy,
which oﬀered several means to measure altitude. This work addresses
the problem of camera elevation estimation from a single photograph.
Contributions:
• a new dataset: Alps100K
• experiment evaluating
human performance of
elevation estimation
• methods for automatic
elevation estimation from
image content
- based on convulational
neural networks (CNN)
- based on bag-of-words
(BOW) image retrieval
- hybrid combination of CNN

Alps100K is a novel dataset of 98136 annotated (GPS coordinates,
elevation, EXIF if available) outdor images from mountain environments.
The collection covers vast area of Alps, the highest range in Europe.
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Dataset acquisition:
1. A list of all hills and mountain peaks was created using OpenStreetMap
2. The list of hill names was used to query the Flickr photo hosting service
3. Scene classiﬁer was aplied to cull irrelevant (non-landscape) images
4. Elevation of photo was inferred using GPS and digital elevation model
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AUTOMATIC ELEVATION ESTIMATION
Convolutional neural network (CNN) was initialized from Placess-CNN
[2] and then ﬁnetuned on the Alps100K dataset. While the original
architecture mimics Caﬀe reference network, we replaced the second
fully-connected layer fc7 with a randomly initialized layer with 2048
neurons, and layer fc8 was reduced to a single neuron representing the
predicted elevation. The network was trained by mini-batch Stochastic
Gradient Descent with momentum and MSE objective function.
Sparse high-dimensional bag-of-words (BOW) approach using
inverted ﬁle to eﬃciently retrieve images performs well for speciﬁc object
and place recognition, especially when combined with a spatial
veriﬁcation step.
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HUMANS ESTIMATING ELEVATION
ČADÍK ET AL.: CAMERA ELEVATION ESTIMATION FROM A SINGLE PHOTOGRAPH
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Compact image representations (mVocab) [1] image retrieval
approach using a joint dimensionality reduction from multiple
vocabularies shows certain level of generalization power.

elevation
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Hybrid method tries to estimate the elevation by recognizing the
location (using BOW), and if that fails, i.e., no spatially veriﬁed image is
retrieved, then by a secondary estimator, either mVocab or CNN.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test: 13148 images (13% of Alps100K); Training: 84988 images (rest)
Performanse measure: overall root-mean-square error (RMSE) of
elevation predictions with regards to the known ground truth elevations
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CONCLUSIONS
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errors should betaken as rather conservativeones.

Dependence of prediction bias on image elevarion
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User experiment:
Figure 3: Comparison of the elevation estimation by humans and the proposed methods
• 100 participants were tested
using custom web-based interface
(CNN, BOW andcombination). Blueboxesshow thespanof thehumanpredictions: thered
• 50 test images, spanning
range
mark elevation
is the median, the
edges of [79m,
the box are4463m]
the 25th and 75th percentiles respectively, the
whiskers extend
to extremehuman
not considered
outliers, and outliers are
• presented in random order,
on average
10 guesses
minsthat
toare
ﬁnish
the experiment
plotted individually as ’+’.
Results:
• humans are able to estimate
elevation
fromwere
visual
information
However, itcamera
is worth noting
that our participants
either living
in the Alps, had exceptional
experiencewith outdoorhigh
sports, or
both. Accordingly, thereported averageprediction
• RMSE=879.95m, people
underestimate
elevations
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5 Automatic elevation estimation from landscapephoto
Alps100K dataset
is We
In this section weproposetwo approaches to estimateelevation fromthevisual
content.
available
for download:
usepopular
neural networksandmethodsbasedonlocal
featuresandcombine
datasetconvolutional
of elevation-annotated
http://cphoto.ﬁt.vutbr.cz/elevation/
themto exploit each approach’s strengths in asinglehybrid method.

A new benchmark
images was collected. Two approaches were proposed to
automatically estimate5.1the
camera neural
elevation
Convolutional
networksfrom
(CNN) a
single landscape photo.
In an user experiment,
human
Theelevationestimationtask
canbetreatedas astandardregressionproblemwherethegoal
istodirectly
performance on this task
was predictthereal-valuedelevationgiventhepixel
measured and evaluation dataof asinglephoto. Convolutional neural networkshaveprovento bethestate-of-the-art invariousimage-basedmachine
showed that the proposed
outperform
human
learning methods
tasks including object
and scene classif
cation [31], object detection [13], semantic segmentation
[18], and facial recognition [28]. We build upon the previous successes
abilities in camera elevation
estimation.

and apply largeconvolutional networks to theAlps100K dataset. Considering therelatively
small size of the dataset, we initialize the networks from a network previously trained on
thePlaces205 dataset [31], which includes arich collection of outdoor scenes among its 2.5
million images. Additionally, we extend the network inputs by EXIF data, which carries
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